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What is a spectrum auction?What is a spectrum auction?

 A spectrum auction is a sale of frequenciesA spectrum auction is a sale of frequencies

 typically leading to typically leading to exclusiveexclusive licences licences……

 ……to provide services in some frequency range in someto provide services in some frequency range in some
geographical area subject to emission limitsgeographical area subject to emission limits

 Key feature is competition amongst bidders to determineKey feature is competition amongst bidders to determine
outcomeoutcome

 An auction reveals information aboutAn auction reveals information about  value that isvalue that is  notnot
accessible to an administrator allocating spectrumaccessible to an administrator allocating spectrum
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Why do governments use auctions?Why do governments use auctions?

 Procedural advantagesProcedural advantages

 Lack of legal challenge (if carefully implemented)Lack of legal challenge (if carefully implemented)

 Transparency and fairnessTransparency and fairness

 Avoids awkward administrative decisionsAvoids awkward administrative decisions

 Lack of credibility of claims made in beauty paradesLack of credibility of claims made in beauty parades

 Participation costs can be kept lowParticipation costs can be kept low

 Achieves necessary public policy objectivesAchieves necessary public policy objectives

 Efficient allocation of scarce public resourcesEfficient allocation of scarce public resources

 Promotes price discovery where bidders uncertain aboutPromotes price discovery where bidders uncertain about
valuations due to common unknownsvaluations due to common unknowns

 Revenue raising (with few distortions unlike most taxes)Revenue raising (with few distortions unlike most taxes)

 How important is revenue raising as an objective?How important is revenue raising as an objective?
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Packaging of spectrumPackaging of spectrum

 Spectrum auctions typically need frequencies to be packaged inSpectrum auctions typically need frequencies to be packaged in
some way:some way:

 Fixed packagingFixed packaging: Pre-packaged into lots with a frequency range: Pre-packaged into lots with a frequency range
suitablesuitable  for a deploying particular technologyfor a deploying particular technology  or serviceor service

 Flexible packagingFlexible packaging: Frequencies sold as smaller lots which can: Frequencies sold as smaller lots which can
be aggregated to form licences suitable for different types ofbe aggregated to form licences suitable for different types of
serviceservice

 DonDon’’t assumet assume  that auctions require one lot = one licensee!that auctions require one lot = one licensee!

 The most recent developments in auction design areThe most recent developments in auction design are  makingmaking
administrative decisions about packaging less important:administrative decisions about packaging less important:

 AuctionsAuctions  that can allow small lots to be that can allow small lots to be aggregrated aggregrated without riskwithout risk

 Even auctions thatEven auctions that  allow different allow different bandplans bandplans to be market-testedto be market-tested
(e.g. UK(e.g. UK  2.6GHz auction)2.6GHz auction)
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There are many different types of auctionsThere are many different types of auctions

 Main distinctionsMain distinctions

 Sealed bidSealed bid (one-shot)  (one-shot) vsvs. . open auctionopen auction (multiple rounds (multiple rounds
leading to price discovery)leading to price discovery)

 Single itemSingle item  vsvs. . multiple itemsmultiple items (substitutes and complements (substitutes and complements
might matter)might matter)

 Package biddingPackage bidding - where there are multiple bids, are bids - where there are multiple bids, are bids
across items linked or independent?across items linked or independent?

 First priceFirst price (pay what you bid)  (pay what you bid) vsvs. . second pricesecond price (winning price (winning price
determined by losing bids)determined by losing bids)

 There are many variations in auction format all with differentThere are many variations in auction format all with different
implications for different types of biddersimplications for different types of bidders
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Some examples of real auctionsSome examples of real auctions

 Most EU and Asian 3G auction processes Most EU and Asian 3G auction processes used the used the simultaneous multiplesimultaneous multiple
round auctionround auction (SMRA): (SMRA):

 Multiple lots sold simultaneouslyMultiple lots sold simultaneously

 Open, multiple roundOpen, multiple round

 Fixed packaging (one lot = one Fixed packaging (one lot = one licencelicence), so no complementarities), so no complementarities

 German 3G auction had flexible packaging where bidders bought multipleGerman 3G auction had flexible packaging where bidders bought multiple
5MHz lots5MHz lots

 Some later processes (e.g. Danish 3G) concerned about lack of competition,Some later processes (e.g. Danish 3G) concerned about lack of competition,
so moved to so moved to sealed bidsealed bid

 More recently, increased use of flexible packaging has led to introduction ofMore recently, increased use of flexible packaging has led to introduction of
package biddingpackage bidding::

 Ireland, Norway and UK have all run sealed bid auctions with packageIreland, Norway and UK have all run sealed bid auctions with package
bidding for minor bandsbidding for minor bands

 FCC allowed limited package bidding for the 700MHz auction (a pre-FCC allowed limited package bidding for the 700MHz auction (a pre-
defined national package)defined national package)

 UK has pioneered a multi-round package bid format with bidder-definedUK has pioneered a multi-round package bid format with bidder-defined
packages (packages (combinatorial clock auctioncombinatorial clock auction), used for 10-40GHz, L-band), used for 10-40GHz, L-band
and 2.6GHzand 2.6GHz
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Examples of auction formats used worldwideExamples of auction formats used worldwide

YesYesFlexibleFlexibleOpenOpenCombinatorial clockCombinatorial clock2009*2009*Netherlands 2.5GHzNetherlands 2.5GHz

YesYesFlexibleFlexibleOpenOpenCombinatorial clockCombinatorial clock2009*2009*UK 2.5GHzUK 2.5GHz

NoNoMixed approachMixed approachOpenOpenSMRASMRA20092009Hong Kong 2.3 / 2.5GHzHong Kong 2.3 / 2.5GHz

NoNoMixed approachMixed approachOpenOpenAugmented switching SMRAAugmented switching SMRA20082008Sweden 2.5GHzSweden 2.5GHz

NoNoFlexibleFlexibleOpenOpenSMRASMRA20082008CanadaCanada  AWS (2.1GHz)AWS (2.1GHz)

LimitedLimitedFlexibleFlexibleOpenOpenSMRA w. hierarchical package biddingSMRA w. hierarchical package bidding20082008USA 700MHz auctionUSA 700MHz auction

NoNoFlexibleFlexibleOpenOpenAugmented switching SMRAAugmented switching SMRA20082008Norway 2.6GHzNorway 2.6GHz

YesYesFlexibleFlexibleSealedSealedSealed bid with package biddingSealed bid with package bidding20082008Ireland 26GHzIreland 26GHz

YesYesFlexibleFlexibleOpenOpenCombinatorial clockCombinatorial clock20082008UKUK  L-bandL-band

YesYesFlexibleFlexibleOpenOpenCombinatorial clockCombinatorial clock20082008UK 10-40GHzUK 10-40GHz

NoNoFixedFixedOpenOpenSMRASMRA20072007New Zealand 2.3 / 2.5GHzNew Zealand 2.3 / 2.5GHz

NoNoFlexibleFlexibleOpenOpenAugmented switching SMRAAugmented switching SMRA20072007Sweden 3.6 / 3.8GHzSweden 3.6 / 3.8GHz

NoNonanaSealedSealedSealedSealed  bid (two stages)bid (two stages)20062006Indonesia 3GIndonesia 3G

NoNoFixedFixedOpenOpenSMRASMRA20052005Singapore 2.4GHzSingapore 2.4GHz

YesYesFlexibleFlexibleSealedSealedSealed bid with package biddingSealed bid with package bidding20062006UK 412MHzUK 412MHz

NoNoFlexibleFlexibleOpenOpenSMRASMRA20062006USAUSA  AWS (2.1GHz)AWS (2.1GHz)

NoNoFixedFixedSealedSealedFirst price sealed bidFirst price sealed bid20052005Denmark 3G (one licence)Denmark 3G (one licence)

NoNoFlexibleFlexibleOpenOpenAugmented switching SMRAAugmented switching SMRA20042004NorwayNorway  3.5GHz3.5GHz

PackagePackage
bidding?bidding?

Fixed orFixed or
flexibleflexible

packaging?packaging?

Sealed bidSealed bid
or Openor Open
format?format?

FormatFormatYearYearAuctionAuction

Note: This list is not comprehensive, rather it is intended as an illustration of the types of auction format in use
* Forthcoming
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Why do we need so many different auctions?Why do we need so many different auctions?

 Asymmetric bidders and different competitive conditionsAsymmetric bidders and different competitive conditions

 Pricing rules affect weak and strong bidders differentlyPricing rules affect weak and strong bidders differently

 May be difficult to create sufficient competition to disciplineMay be difficult to create sufficient competition to discipline
strong bidders in an open auctionstrong bidders in an open auction

 Common value uncertaintyCommon value uncertainty

 Where there are common unknowns across bidders, openWhere there are common unknowns across bidders, open
processes allow bidders to refine valuation estimates fromprocesses allow bidders to refine valuation estimates from
observing the observing the behaviour behaviour of othersof others

 ComplementaritiesComplementarities

 There may be strong complementarities between lots if biddersThere may be strong complementarities between lots if bidders
need a minimum amount of spectrumneed a minimum amount of spectrum

 Bidders face aggregation risks in auctions without packageBidders face aggregation risks in auctions without package
biddingbidding

 Increasing value to obtaining large amounts of contiguousIncreasing value to obtaining large amounts of contiguous
spectrum for technologies such as LTEspectrum for technologies such as LTE
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Common value uncertainty and open auctionsCommon value uncertainty and open auctions

 What is common value uncertainty?What is common value uncertainty?

 Some factors common to biddersSome factors common to bidders’’ valuations - e.g. valuations - e.g.
technological unknowns, market demandtechnological unknowns, market demand

 If these are unknown, one bidder might revise its bid if itIf these are unknown, one bidder might revise its bid if it
knew what others would be prepared to payknew what others would be prepared to pay

 Winning may reveal information to the winner that it wonWinning may reveal information to the winner that it won
because its valuation is too optimistic (winnerbecause its valuation is too optimistic (winner’’s curse)s curse)

 Rational bidders should bid more conservatively the greater isRational bidders should bid more conservatively the greater is
common value uncertaintycommon value uncertainty

 Open auctions aggregate information and allow bidders toOpen auctions aggregate information and allow bidders to
reduce valuation uncertainty (much like a conventionalreduce valuation uncertainty (much like a conventional
market)market)

 So why not always use open auctions?So why not always use open auctions?
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Open versus sealed bid with asymmetriesOpen versus sealed bid with asymmetries

 With strong bidder asymmetries, sealed bids will often produce greaterWith strong bidder asymmetries, sealed bids will often produce greater
expected revenue that open processesexpected revenue that open processes

 Increase in revenue is typically at some efficiency cost, as it is the chance ofIncrease in revenue is typically at some efficiency cost, as it is the chance of
losing that forces the strong bidder to increase its bidlosing that forces the strong bidder to increase its bid

 May be a public policy case to use a sealed bid process to handicap anMay be a public policy case to use a sealed bid process to handicap an
incumbent bidders and incumbent bidders and favourfavour competitive downstream market competitive downstream market

Weak bidder’s guess
of strong bidder’s value

Sealed bid price*

Open auction price

*(first-price auction)

Value /
price

Strong
bidder’s

true
value

Weak
bidder’s

true
value

Strong bidder’s guess
of weak bidder’s value
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WinnerWinner’’s curse and asymmetriess curse and asymmetries

 The wallet gameThe wallet game

 Alice and Bob know there is Alice and Bob know there is $x $x in a wallet and have each have anin a wallet and have each have an
informative signal of the value of xinformative signal of the value of x

 Bob needs a new walletBob needs a new wallet

 Alice bought a new wallet last weekAlice bought a new wallet last week

 So, Bob should So, Bob should always always be prepared to bid more than Alice asbe prepared to bid more than Alice as  hehe
gets the money and the walletgets the money and the wallet

 Implications:Implications:

 If Alice wins, this could only be because Bob has a lower estimateIf Alice wins, this could only be because Bob has a lower estimate
of of $x$x, in which case Alice should expect to make a loss, in which case Alice should expect to make a loss

 This means that Alice should not take partThis means that Alice should not take part

 We see that strong bidders are less affected by winnerWe see that strong bidders are less affected by winner’’s curse thans curse than
weaker biddersweaker bidders……

 ……even to the point that the weaker bidder might give upeven to the point that the weaker bidder might give up
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New challenges for spectrum auctionsNew challenges for spectrum auctions

 Significant trends:Significant trends:

 Spectrum increasingly licensed on a technologically neutral basisSpectrum increasingly licensed on a technologically neutral basis

 Services decoupling from technologies and bandsServices decoupling from technologies and bands

 Different technologies and different business cases requireDifferent technologies and different business cases require
different amounts of spectrumdifferent amounts of spectrum

 Wide amounts of contiguous spectrum increasingly importantWide amounts of contiguous spectrum increasingly important

 New bands become available owing to governments trying toNew bands become available owing to governments trying to
identify potential supplyidentify potential supply

 Spectrum managers cannot easily determine how to packageSpectrum managers cannot easily determine how to package
spectrum into spectrum into ‘‘operator-sizedoperator-sized’’ parcels parcels

 Spectrum auctions increasingly determineSpectrum auctions increasingly determine how much spectrum how much spectrum
different users getdifferent users get

 Trading and change of use allowed, so auction results not necessarilyTrading and change of use allowed, so auction results not necessarily
fixed for the duration of fixed for the duration of licenceslicences
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Spectrum packaging and auction design are closely linkedSpectrum packaging and auction design are closely linked

 Regulators can use flexible packaging to allow the market to determine theRegulators can use flexible packaging to allow the market to determine the
size of licences and number of licensees, either on a size of licences and number of licensees, either on a national ornational or  regional basisregional basis

 But using flexible packaging may expose bidders to aggregation risks:But using flexible packaging may expose bidders to aggregation risks:

 Bidders may haveBidders may have  minimum spectrum requirements, so may be minimum spectrum requirements, so may be ‘‘exposedexposed’’
to winning unwanted subsetsto winning unwanted subsets  of their demandof their demand

 Frequency contiguity is often important to realise high-speed broadbandFrequency contiguity is often important to realise high-speed broadband
servicesservices

 …… and may also raise concerns about bidder asymmetries and and may also raise concerns about bidder asymmetries and  tacit collusiontacit collusion
to block entryto block entry

 These types ofThese types of  problems can be addressed through good auction design:problems can be addressed through good auction design:

 Activity rules or package bidding to alleviate aggregation riskActivity rules or package bidding to alleviate aggregation risk

 Rules on bidder association and restrictions onRules on bidder association and restrictions on  transparencytransparency

 Rules to guarantee contiguousRules to guarantee contiguous  frequencies to winning bidders usingfrequencies to winning bidders using  latestlatest
generation of spectrum auctionsgeneration of spectrum auctions

 Spectrum caps if competition concerns significantSpectrum caps if competition concerns significant

 Flexible, market-determined band plans possible withFlexible, market-determined band plans possible with  more complexmore complex
auctionsauctions
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Key messagesKey messages

 Auctions are likely to become more commonAuctions are likely to become more common

 Horses for courses: different formats appropriate toHorses for courses: different formats appropriate to
different situationsdifferent situations

 Trend to more complex auctions has been createdTrend to more complex auctions has been created
by the new challenges in spectrum policy ratherby the new challenges in spectrum policy rather
than economists with time on their hands (!)than economists with time on their hands (!)

 As a bidder, engaging in the choice of format mayAs a bidder, engaging in the choice of format may
be usefulbe useful, as some formats can , as some formats can favour favour / / disfavourdisfavour
certain types of bidderscertain types of bidders
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Understanding objectivesUnderstanding objectives

 Different types of buyers and sellers have different objectivesDifferent types of buyers and sellers have different objectives

 Auction design can have a big impact on the likelihood of the government and/or biddersAuction design can have a big impact on the likelihood of the government and/or bidders
achieving their objectives:achieving their objectives:

 Some rules favour incumbents, others entrantsSome rules favour incumbents, others entrants

 Some rules might endanger cost-effective deployment of services (e.g. risk ofSome rules might endanger cost-effective deployment of services (e.g. risk of
fragmented spectrum)fragmented spectrum)

 Some rules might have more risk of bidders overpaying and becoming unviableSome rules might have more risk of bidders overpaying and becoming unviable
(e.g. first price sealed bids)(e.g. first price sealed bids)

 Some rules may fail to encourage competition or even facilitate collusionSome rules may fail to encourage competition or even facilitate collusion

 Sellers set the rules, but bidders can be influentialSellers set the rules, but bidders can be influential

 Rules that favour entrants (e.g. first price sealed bids, spectrum caps) often appearRules that favour entrants (e.g. first price sealed bids, spectrum caps) often appear
‘‘consistentconsistent’’ with promoting competition with promoting competition

 Rules that favour incumbents (e.g. open auctions, high transparency) often appearRules that favour incumbents (e.g. open auctions, high transparency) often appear
‘‘consistentconsistent’’ with efficiency objectives with efficiency objectives

 Regulators are often distracted by secondary goals, e.g. encouraging participation inRegulators are often distracted by secondary goals, e.g. encouraging participation in
auctions, raising revenues or avoiding accusations of excessive pricesauctions, raising revenues or avoiding accusations of excessive prices

 Regulators usually donRegulators usually don’’t know that much about bidders, so auctions should be robust tot know that much about bidders, so auctions should be robust to
a range of possible circumstances, not designed toa range of possible circumstances, not designed to  handle just one casehandle just one case
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Conflicting objectives of auction participantsConflicting objectives of auction participants

Results:Results:
CompetitionCompetition

Results:Results:
RevenuesRevenues

Results:Results:
EfficiencyEfficiency

RulesRules

ParticipationParticipation

Allow enough newAllow enough new
entry for you to beentry for you to be

successful!successful!
Avoid new entryAvoid new entry

Not relevant -Not relevant -
unless seller hasunless seller has

remaining interestremaining interest
in marketin market

Maximise sustainable newMaximise sustainable new
entryentry

Minimise priceMinimise price
Minimise priceMinimise price

(unless barrier to(unless barrier to
entry)entry)

Maximise revenueMaximise revenue
Objectives varyObjectives vary
depending ondepending on

government prioritiesgovernment priorities

Yes - broader focusYes - broader focus
on long-termon long-term

competition rathercompetition rather
than valuationsthan valuations

Yes - narrow focusYes - narrow focus
on bidder valuationson bidder valuationsNot relevantNot relevant

Maximise efficiency -Maximise efficiency -
spectrum to bidders thatspectrum to bidders that
value it most, subject tovalue it most, subject to
promoting competitionpromoting competition

Rules thatRules that
constrainconstrain

incumbentsincumbents

Looking forLooking for
opportunities foropportunities for
incumbents toincumbents to

leverage strengthleverage strength

Rules designed toRules designed to
encourage biddersencourage bidders
to reveal full valueto reveal full value

Avoid loopholes thatAvoid loopholes that
distort bidder behaviourdistort bidder behaviour

Rules thatRules that
encourage entryencourage entry

Keeping outKeeping out
entrants; minimisingentrants; minimising

participationparticipation

Attracting as manyAttracting as many
reliable bidders asreliable bidders as

possiblepossible

Attracting as manyAttracting as many
reliable bidders asreliable bidders as

possiblepossible

Entrant biddersEntrant biddersIncumbentIncumbent
biddersbiddersPrivate sellersPrivate sellersRegulatorsRegulators
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Participation problemsParticipation problems

 Three key Three key ‘‘mistakesmistakes’’ that auctioneers often make that that auctioneers often make that
compromise participation:compromise participation:

 Using auction rules that advantage incumbentsUsing auction rules that advantage incumbents

 Using auction rules that encourage consolidationUsing auction rules that encourage consolidation

 Setting reserve price too high or too lowSetting reserve price too high or too low
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Participation Participation –– examples of auctioneer mistakes examples of auctioneer mistakes

 1991 UK TV franchises1991 UK TV franchises
 Separate sealed bids for each regionSeparate sealed bids for each region
 Incumbent in Central region correctly anticipated that it had noIncumbent in Central region correctly anticipated that it had no

challengerschallengers
 It won the licence for 0.05 pence per pop, compared to averageIt won the licence for 0.05 pence per pop, compared to average

price of £10-15 per pop for other regionsprice of £10-15 per pop for other regions

 Swiss 3G auctionSwiss 3G auction
 Four licences and eight registered biddersFour licences and eight registered bidders
 Government has forecast high revenues but set very low reserveGovernment has forecast high revenues but set very low reserve

pricesprices
 Bidders consolidated to four, so licences sold at reserveBidders consolidated to four, so licences sold at reserve

 French 3G award (not a real auction)French 3G award (not a real auction)
 Set unrealistic high reserve price based on UK/German auctionsSet unrealistic high reserve price based on UK/German auctions
 Only received two bids for four licencesOnly received two bids for four licences

? - Good for
the incumbent
bidder but not
for anyone else

√ - Good for
the remaining

bidders

X - Bad for
everybody!
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Choosing the wrong rulesChoosing the wrong rules

 Auctioneers sometimes pick the wrong format or rulesAuctioneers sometimes pick the wrong format or rules

 Open auctions where a sealed bid more appropriate (or vice versa)Open auctions where a sealed bid more appropriate (or vice versa)

 too much transparency when there are bidder asymmetries; ortoo much transparency when there are bidder asymmetries; or

 too little when winnertoo little when winner’’s curse matters most and efficiencys curse matters most and efficiency
compromisedcompromised

 More generally, getting transparency rules wrongMore generally, getting transparency rules wrong

 facilitating tacit coordination such as market sharing or strategicfacilitating tacit coordination such as market sharing or strategic
demand reductiondemand reduction

 design errors that permit bid signallingdesign errors that permit bid signalling

 Inflexible or inadequate activity rules causing unduly long auctionsInflexible or inadequate activity rules causing unduly long auctions

 Inadequate collusion and/or default rulesInadequate collusion and/or default rules
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Rules Rules –– examples of auctioneer mistakes examples of auctioneer mistakes

 New Zealand New Zealand –– mobile licences in 2000 mobile licences in 2000
 Used very small minimum bid increments and veryUsed very small minimum bid increments and very

weak activity rulesweak activity rules
 Auction lasted for almost 1 year, as bidders hid demandAuction lasted for almost 1 year, as bidders hid demand

for as long as possiblefor as long as possible

 Australia Australia –– satellite television auction satellite television auction
 Sealed bid, first price auction but no rules on defaultSealed bid, first price auction but no rules on default
 Two bidders submitted multiple bids and then defaultedTwo bidders submitted multiple bids and then defaulted

on the ones they did not likeon the ones they did not like

 Germany Germany –– 1800MHz spectrum auction 1800MHz spectrum auction
 SMRA with discretionary bid amounts to nearestSMRA with discretionary bid amounts to nearest

German MarkGerman Mark
 DT and Mannesmann used DT and Mannesmann used ‘‘bid amountsbid amounts’’ to signal how to signal how

to split available blocks between themto split available blocks between them
 Deprived government of revenue, although result notDeprived government of revenue, although result not

necessarily inefficientnecessarily inefficient

X - Bad for
everybody

X - Bad for
everyone else

who played fair!

√ - Good for
the incumbents

X - Bad for
entrants
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ResultsResults

 Regulators should primarily be concerned about efficiency rather thanRegulators should primarily be concerned about efficiency rather than
about revenue or who wins spectrumabout revenue or who wins spectrum
 Effective downstream competition is likely to lead to low revenues Effective downstream competition is likely to lead to low revenues ……

 …… so high revenues might be a sign of competition problems down the line so high revenues might be a sign of competition problems down the line

 However, media and other arms of government may be concerned about revenueHowever, media and other arms of government may be concerned about revenue

 Auctioneer cannot control revenues but it can:Auctioneer cannot control revenues but it can:
 use sensible reserve prices to reduce incentives for collusion and pre-auctionuse sensible reserve prices to reduce incentives for collusion and pre-auction

mergersmergers

 manage expectations of auction outcomemanage expectations of auction outcome

 use pricing rules to reduce likelihood of undesirable outcomes, such as:use pricing rules to reduce likelihood of undesirable outcomes, such as:

 large gaps between the amount bid and paidlarge gaps between the amount bid and paid

 large gaps between amount paid and highest losing bidlarge gaps between amount paid and highest losing bid

 similar licences selling for very different pricessimilar licences selling for very different prices

 Pricing rules can have a big impact on incentives for different types ofPricing rules can have a big impact on incentives for different types of
biddersbidders
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Results Results –– examples of auctioneer  examples of auctioneer ‘‘mistakesmistakes’’

 New Zealand New Zealand –– TV licences in early 1990s TV licences in early 1990s
 Used sealed bid, second price auctionsUsed sealed bid, second price auctions
 Low competition led to some embarrassing outcomesLow competition led to some embarrassing outcomes

(e.g. one bidder bid NZ$7million but paid NZ$5,000)(e.g. one bidder bid NZ$7million but paid NZ$5,000)
 Outcome nevertheless likely to have been reasonablyOutcome nevertheless likely to have been reasonably

efficientefficient

 Turkey Turkey –– Sequential auction of telecom licences 2000 Sequential auction of telecom licences 2000
 Reserve price for second licence set equal to firstReserve price for second licence set equal to first
 One bidder deliberately bid high for first licence toOne bidder deliberately bid high for first licence to

ensure monopoly, as price of 2ensure monopoly, as price of 2ndnd licence too high for a licence too high for a
competitive market!competitive market!

√ - Good for
bidders

X - Bad for
everyone who

played fair!
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Western European 3G auctionsWestern European 3G auctions

 Large gap inLarge gap in
revenuesrevenues
primarily due toprimarily due to
change inchange in
general marketgeneral market
conditions ..conditions ..

 ..but..but
exaggerated byexaggerated by
poor auctionpoor auction
design:design:
 Blind faith inBlind faith in

SMRA formatSMRA format
 Ignorance ofIgnorance of

predictablepredictable
participationparticipation
problemsproblems

 Mistakes inMistakes in
settingsetting
reservereserve
pricesprices
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Key messagesKey messages

 Rules matter:Rules matter:

 Understand your objectives and those of the other participantsUnderstand your objectives and those of the other participants

 Understand how different rules may affect the outcomeUnderstand how different rules may affect the outcome

 Good competitor analysis is essentialGood competitor analysis is essential

 Categorise the potential bidders (strong, weak, regional etc)Categorise the potential bidders (strong, weak, regional etc)

 Understand their objectives, likely valuations & behaviourUnderstand their objectives, likely valuations & behaviour

 Bid strategy can make a big difference:Bid strategy can make a big difference:

 Straightforward bidding is rarely the only tacticStraightforward bidding is rarely the only tactic

 Are there any Are there any ‘‘loopholesloopholes’’ in the rules that bidders may exploit? in the rules that bidders may exploit?

 Remember the bigger picture:Remember the bigger picture:

 What are the general market conditions?What are the general market conditions?

 Is the auction vulnerable to low competition, either owing to bidderIs the auction vulnerable to low competition, either owing to bidder
asymmetries or consolidation incentives?asymmetries or consolidation incentives?

 Could bidders achieve the same goals by other means, e.g. trading?Could bidders achieve the same goals by other means, e.g. trading?


